Acquisition Services

FOUNDATION CLOUD HOSTING SERVICES
Multiple Award IDIQ Contracts for Cloud Hosting and Related Services

IBC has awarded a set of Indefinite Delivery Quantity (IDIQ) contracts valued at a total of $8 billion for cloud hosting services in support of the Federal Cloud First Strategy. The scope of the contracts includes seven technical service line areas and all associated agency internal data center or commercial cloud hosting services.

Services include, but are not limited to, defining and architecting FedRAMP and Section 508 compliant cloud solutions that take full advantage of cloud computing benefits to maximize capacity utilization, improve IT flexibility and responsiveness, and minimize cost over time. Solutions include Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), and hybrid “as a Service” solutions.

KEY FEATURES
- Available to all agencies; civilian and military
- 10-year IDIQ contracts with a combined $8 billion ceiling
- Task orders are Time and Materials (T&M), Firm Fixed Price (FFP), or a hybrid of T&M and FFP
- IBC assisted acquisition rates:
  - Internal DOI: FY22 3.9%; FY23 4.1%; Future TBD
  - External non-DOI: FY22 4.8%; FY23 4.9%; Future TBD

SERVICE AREAS
- DEVELOP AND TEST ENVIRONMENT: Develop, test, stage, and perform quality assurance before releasing new applications.
- SAP APPLICATION HOSTING: Acquire cloud-based hosting services and transition support for certified SAP applications.
- WEB HOSTING: Share information on the web with employees or stakeholders.
- SECURE FILE TRANSFER: Transfer files of any size and type securely to internal or external business partners.
- STORAGE: Store information such as Continuity of Operations, Disaster Recovery, and data center consolidation transition support requirements.
- DATABASE HOSTING: Provide stand-alone, shared data sources or tiered database solutions in support.
- VIRTUAL MACHINE: Find an alternative to technical refreshes of physical servers or create multi-machine simulation environments.

GETTING STARTED
The DOI Cloud website, doi.gov/cloud, provides customers, including other agencies, with cloud hosting information, FCHS contract information, and instructions on how to engage DOI FCHS personnel. The website provides definitions of essential characteristics of cloud hosting, service and deployment models and additional information about the DOI Cloud Services Portfolio.

IBC provides assisted acquisition support from project inception through contract closeout. We support contracting projects that range from professional and information technology products and services to aviation support.

CENTRA@ibc.doi.gov
DOI.GOV/IBC